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MoReq2 Testing and Certification
Governance Document

• Test Centre Accreditation

• Software Product Certification

• Document Templates

• Test Framework Maintenance

• Fabasoft Testing and Certification
Process as successful Proof of
Concept.



Fabasoft Folio 2009
MoReq2 Testing and Certification Process 

• December 2008 (Toulouse):
Imbus AG accredited as the first MoReq2 Test
Centre.

• January – March 2009: Implementation work
based on agile project management method
“Scrum”.

• April 2009: Qualification Test with Imbus AG. Test
Plan and Decision about optional Modules.

• Mai 2009: Certification Test. Two Calendar weeks
of permanent testing.

• Mai – July 2009: Imbus AG documents tests and
writes test report.

• September 2009: Press Conference with
handover ceremony for the first MoReq2
certificate.



Fabasoft has a strong Commitment to
European ERMS Standards
UK:

• 2000: PRO Approval (Version 3)

• 2002: PRO Approval (Version 4)

• 2003: TNA Approval (Version 5)

• 2006: TNA Approval (Version 6)

Germany:

• 2002: DOMEA 1.2 Approval (Version 4)

• 2005: DOMEA 2.0 Approval (Version 6)

Switzerland

• 2003: GEVER (Public Tender)

Austria

• 2002: ELAK (Public Tender)



MoReq2: Specification for
European Records Management

Sample Requirements

Specification

Test Framework

Metadata Model XML Scheme



MoReq2 Implementation and Testing
Core Modules

• 509 MUST and 190 “SHOULD”-Requirements.

• Too specific in some areas, too unspecific in others.

• 415 Test Cases, 51 Test Schemes,
735 pages of test material.



Feedback and Experiences
3) Classification Scheme, File Organization



Feedback and Experiences:
3) Classification Scheme, File Organization



Feedback and Experiences
4) Controls and Security



Feedback and Experiences
4) Controls and Security



Feedback and Experiences
5) Retention and Disposition Schedules



Feedback and Experiences
6) Capture



Feedback and Experiences
7) Referencing



Feedback and Experiences
8) Presentation: Displaying Records 



Feedback and Experiences
9.3) Changing, Deleting, Redacting Records



Learnings from the first MoReq2
Testing and Certification
• Need for MoReq2 Specification Update

− Eliminate ambiguous requirements (approx. 20%).
− Focus on Records Management Rules (what is the

ERMS required to do).
− Avoid requirements regarding the technical

implementation (how does the ERMS implement a
requirement).

• MoReq2 enforces software products with high capabilities
and quality for information governance – and there is no
way to do it without software you can trust.

• Demand for Policies and Procedures (comparable with AIIM
Records Management Model, ARMA GARP).
Organizational Implementation and alignment with business
is the crucial point, not technology. Business diversification
starts with policies and procedures.

• MoReq2 is an ongoing journey.

“Just as GAAP is the
basis for applying

consistent reporting,
valuation, and

transparency to
financial accounting,
ARMA International’s
Generally Accepted

Recordkeeping
PrinciplesSM (GARP®)

is the basis for
ensuring integrity,
transparency, and
accountability in
recordkeeping.”



Fabasoft Classification Scheme and
File Organization



Thank you for your Attention!

Please contact: folio@fabasoft.com
 

and visit us at: www.fabasoft.com



Copyright/Disclaimer

Copyright © Fabasoft Distribution GmbH, 4020 Linz, Austria, 2009.

All rights reserved. All hardware and software names used are trade names and/or brand names of
the respective manufacturer.

Fabasoft accepts in this document no explicit or implicit responsibilities, in particular not as regards
the completeness and correctness of the document.

This presentation contains forward looking statements, including information using the words
“believe”, “assume”, “expect” or formulations with a similar meaning. Such forward-looking

statements comprise known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, that can result
in the fact that the real results, development, financial situation or achievements deviate

considerably form those assumed implicitly or explicitly in those statements. These factors
among other things include: competition through other companies, effects or risks of new

software and technology, the company’s ongoing capital needs, financing costs, changes in the
operating expenses, engaging and keeping of qualified employees, disadvantageous changes in
the applicable fiscal law, riots, cause beyond control, acts of war and other in this presentation

named factors. In connection with these uncertainties investors should not rely on those forward-
looking statements. The company does not accept any responsibilities, to comply with those
forward-looking statements in the future or to adjust them to future events or developments.


